Nursery – Learning from Home Activities

Week beginning 21st September 2020

Personal, social and emotional
development

Please remember to always check the online resources before looking at them with your child e.g. online stories
Making Relationships
Self-confidence and Self-awareness

Play turn taking games. Practise waiting for your Likes and Dislikes
Look at the ‘We Listen’ picture on the Golden
turn and passing the dice or spinner to the next
Rules. Play a simple do what I do game, using
person after your turn.
Draw a picture of all the things you like; this might action words that need to be listened to. For
include;
example; adult to call out the action: touch your
nose / clap your hands / tap your knees and child
 Food
to listen, and follow the action.
 Toys
 Colours
 Games
 Places

Physical development

Moving and Handling

Health and Self-care

Play a ‘bubble’ game to learn about personal space. Pretend you are inside a It is nearly Harvest time!
bubble; when running, skipping or walking try to find a space, avoid obstacles Make a picture or collage of your favourite fruits and vegetables. You could
and don’t get too close to others as you don’t want to ‘pop’ your bubble.
even try printing with vegetables and paint.
Autumn scissor skills sheet, can be found in resources

Listening and attention

Communication and
Language

Managing Feelings and Behaviour

Understanding

Adult to sing known Nursery rhymes but get Complete the Reading activity and answer these
some words ‘wrong’. Ask your child to listen questions;
carefully so they can help you correct them
 Who did we meet in this story? (characters)
e.g. Humpty Bumpty sat on a chair … Baa Baa
 What happened when …?
red sheep, have you any juice? Twinkle, Twinkle
 How do you think Elmer felt when … ?
very big star.

Speaking
Learn what these Harvest topic words mean and
practise using them in a sentence.
- Harvest
- Combine Harvester
- Grains
- Field
- Plough
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Nursery Rhyme: a simple traditional song or poem for children
Reading

Writing

Phonics

Literacy

Read a range of ‘Elmer’ stories (or watch a read Continue to practise mark making and pencil control.
aloud on YouTube).
See Autumn Pencil Control in Resources.

Adult to model descriptive language, e.g.
crunchy, soft, jiggly etc.

Numbers

Mathematics

Practise counting aloud in sequence to 10.

Understanding the
World

What’s in the bag? Have a range of interesting
sounding items in a bag e.g. crisp packet, keys,
scissors etc. Adult to make the sound, child to talk
about what they think it could be.

Learn the ‘One Elephant went out one day’ (can be found on YouTube) rhyme
and practise joining in using fingers to represent each elephant.

Shape, space and measures
Explore shape by cutting 2D shapes out (see Shape template in Resources)
and sticking them onto paper, to create a new picture. Name the shapes
together, count their sides and corners.

Complete a tally chart (see Colour Tally Chart in Resources). Ask friends and
family what their favourite colour is and make a mark to represent each ‘vote’.
Which colour had the most votes? Which had the least?

Read a range of Autumn themed stories.
Go on an ‘Autumn walk’ and look for signs that the seasons are changing. Can
you find a conker? Colourful leaf? Pine cone?
Make a hedgehog picture and talk about the animals that are preparing for
hibernation (see Hand Print Hedgehog in Resources)

Read through the facts and images on the ‘What is Harvest Festival?’
powerpoint.

Online learning

Expressive Arts and Design
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Colour, paint or collage a Picture of Elmer, Use paints, crayons, coloured water or playdough to Listen to Vivaldi, Four Seasons ‘Autumn’ (can be
template found in Resources. Name the colours explore mixing two primary colours to make a found on YouTube)
you have used.
secondary colour.
What can you hear? How does it make you feel?

www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/eyfs
www.topmarks.co.uk/
www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
www.nhs.uk/change4life
www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories
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